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ABSTRACT

In this paper� a new approach to the problem of visual
data representation in the framework of multimedia is
introduced� The approach� named dynamic coding� con�
sists in a dynamic combination of multiple representa�
tion models and segmentation strategies� Given an ap�
plication� these two degrees of freedom are assembled so
as to yield a speci�c pro�le which meets the speci�ca�
tions dictated by the application� The data is represen�
ted as the union of data segments� each described with
a locally appropriate representation model� In order to
illustrate this approach� a video compression system� ba�
sed on the principles of dynamic coding� is proposed in
the context of video�telephone�conference applications�

� INTRODUCTION

The current trend in communications is the convergence
of the worlds of computers and consumer audio�visual
products� together with the diversi�cation of data so�
urces� Multimedia is a platform for exchanging infor�
mation coming from various sources of di�erent nature�
Accordingly� it involves a plethora of applications with
constraints or conditions imposed by their speci�c envi�
ronment� which results in a crisis in data management�
The critical point is that it is acknowledged that no uni�
versal coding technique is available� that is� no coding
technique on its own will be able to cover e�ectively the
entire range of applications�

This paper presents a uni�ed approach to visual
data representation named dynamic coding� This de�
nomination stands for dynamic combination of multiple
compression tools� The basic principles and the major
characteristics of this approach are reviewed in Sec� ��
As illustrative example of dynamic coding� Sec� � pre�
sents an image sequence coding algorithm in the context
of video�telephone�conference applications� In Sec� 	�
we show that the proposed system is equivalent to a
multi�criteria data segmentation� Section 
 presents a
collection of experimental results while Sec� � concludes
this publication�

� DYNAMIC CODING PRINCIPLES

The basic principle of dynamic coding stems from the
observation that no coding technique alone is able to
properly handle the complete range of applications but
rather that each technique is more suited to one parti�
cular environment� The dynamic coding approach con�
sists therefore of a combination of multiple compres�
sion techniques dynamically activated or discarded ac�
cording to the environment de�ned by the application�
Compression techniques are therefore seen as coding to�
ols which can be combined in several ways to form a
system adapted to the application under consideration�

The data is partitioned into several regions� each of
them encoded using one representation model chosen
from a set of compression techniques� This approach al�
lows to locally adapt the compression model according
to the region characteristics� From the above lines� it be�
comes clear that dynamic coding is based on two main
degrees of freedom� namely �� the data segmentation
and ��� the representation model associated with every
resulting segment� Fig�  illustrates symbolically these
two degrees of freedom in a graph� The vertical axis cor�
responds to the data segmentation� Any segmentation
algorithm can be applied ranging from �xed partition
into regular blocks up to arbitrary shape segmentation
through quadtree or polygonal based division� The ho�
rizontal axis corresponds to the set of coding tools used
to model each region resulting from a given segmenta�
tion� These two axes span a plane which re�ects all
possible coding strategies available within the dynamic
coding framework� Each point in the plane represents a
very particular coding strategy in which a given scene
is segmented into regions of given shape and size� each
approximated using a particular coding technique�

Dynamic coding is therefore not a particular compres�
sion system but a communication language ensuring se�
gmentation and coding tools to inter�work� In the con�
text of dynamic coding� a scene description is made up
of three components� �� the segmentation� ��� a techni�
que identi�er associated with each region� and ��� the
coding parameters describing each region within the se�
lected representation model� These three components
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Figure � Symbolic description of the data representa�
tion system related to the dynamic coding approach

must respect normative requirements to ensure correct
interpretation at the decoding side�
As illustrated in Fig� �� dynamic coding follows a two�

step procedure� The two degrees of freedom �segmen�
tation and representation models� generate a space of
coding strategies among which many infringe the requ�
irements imposed by the application� The �rst issue
consists therefore in delimiting a set of admissible solu�
tions where the term admissible is de�ned with respect
to the considered application� This task is performed by
directly acting on the two degrees of freedom and discar�
ding inappropriate representation models and segmen�
tation strategies� This operation is signal�independent
and de�nes a pro�le that �ts the application speci�ca�
tions by �ltering out inadequate coding strategies� For
instance� if a limited computational complexity is allo�
wed� representation models and segmentation strategies
which require a high degree of complexity will be a priori
discarded during this �rst operation�
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Figure �� Dynamic coding two�step procedure

This �rst step of a priori selection de�nes a set of
solutions in which the system is allowed to search for
an appropriate coding scenario� Each coding strategy
belonging to the set of admissible solutions is a very
particular way to represent a set of data and results in
di�erent characteristics such as rate� distortion� error
signal statistics� number of segmented regions� etc� The
second major issue is therefore to point out the coding
scenario which is optimal with respect to a prede�ned
criterion� This requires to de�ne a criterion together
with a procedure for the determination of the optimal
solution� This procedure is transparent to the decoder�

Dynamic coding allows to gather contradictory requ�
irements such as openness� �exibility� complexity� e��
ciency� and genericity in an optimal way�

� DYNAMIC VIDEO CODING

Dynamic coding is a global approach to visual data
representation and many variations on the same theme
are possible� Speci�c pro�les di�erentiate themselves
by their particular set of admissible solutions and the
criterion with respect to which the optimal admissible
solution is de�ned� This section aims at providing an il�
lustrative example of the dynamic coding approach� a vi�
deo compression system for video�telephone�conference
applications� based on the principles presented in the
previous section� The algorithm has been submitted to
the MPEG�	 committee as the EPFL�LTS proposal ���

As summarized in Fig� �� the �rst step consists in deli�
miting the set of admissible solutions with respect to the
requirements imposed by video�telephone�conference
applications� Section� �� describes the set of admissible
coding strategies and justi�es the choices� Once the set
of solutions is delimited� the best coding strategy must
be identi�ed� The criterion by which optimality is de��
ned and the procedure for determining the best solution
are described in Sec� ����

��� Set of Admissible Solutions

As depicted in Fig� �� the �rst step consists in de�ning
the set of admissible solutions with respect to the ap�
plication in question� Video�telephone�conference ap�
plications call for low encoding�decoding delay �due to
full�duplex nature of communications� and very high
compression �owing to the narrow channel bandwidth
supporting these applications�� Accordingly� the set of
coding strategies is con�ned to solutions which ful�ll
these two major requirements�
In order to achieve low coding delay� the segmentation

is restricted to generate two�dimensional regions� This
means that the processing and compression of the video
signal is performed on a frame by frame basis� The se�
gmentation is further limited to a quadtree partitioning�
The motivation is twofold� First� quadtree segmenta�
tion constitutes a good trade�o� between e�ciency and
representation cost� Second� the hierarchical structure
of the quadtree segmentation greatly alleviates the suc�
ceeding problem of the optimal solution selection� as will
be seen in the next section�
In the perspective of maintaining a reasonable enco�

ding�decoding delay� representation models exploiting
forward temporal redundancy are a priori discarded�
Only spatial �intra� and backward temporal redundancy
removal are permitted� Five representation models in
agreement with these requirements and acknowledged
as e�ective for high compression have been selected�
These �ve representation models are �i� the Discrete Co�
sine Transform �DCT� followed by an adjustable quan�
tization of the coe�cients �ii� a fractal�based compres�



sion technique �iii� a graphic�oriented model �iv� a non�
moving region model and �v� motion compensation fol�
lowed by error coding �DCT with adjustable quantiza�
tion��
The set of admissible solutions includes all possible

quadtree frame segmentations together with one repre�
sentation model associated with each resulting region�
The cardinality of the set is very large and grows as

O�K�
d

� as a function of the maximal allowed tree depth
d� However� it is possible to build� at reasonable com�
putational cost� the spine of the set of solutions thanks
to its hierarchical structure� The spine is constructed
as follows� Starting from the entire picture� the image
is recursively split into four equally�sized subblocks� At
each recursion step� the descriptions of the correspon�
ding blocks are computed with respect to each of the
representation models� The resulting rate and distor�
tion quantities are also evaluated with respect to each
representation model� The recursion stops when the tree
reaches the maximal allowed tree depth� This operation
generates a complete tree in which to each node are as�
sociated the parameters of the description within the
available representation model�s together with the re�
sulting rate and distortion values� This spine allows a
fast evaluation of the characteristics of any admissible
solution�

��� Optimal Admissible Solution

The set of admissible solutions includes all the di�e�
rent strategies that can be used to represent the current
frame� As depicted in Fig� �� the next step is to deter�
mine the optimal solution with respect to a prede�ned
criterion� In the context of digital source coding� the tra�
ditional framework is given by Shannon�s rate�distortion
theory� where the overall source distortion is minimized
subject to a channel rate constraint� Among admissible
strategies� the goal is to determine the coding scenario
minimizing the distortion provided that a given bitrate
budget� Rbudget� is not exceeded� Mathematically� the
optimization criterion may be formulated as follows�

min
B�S

D�B� subject to R�B� � Rbudget� ��

where S is the set of admissible solutions�D�B� is the
distortion� and R�B� the bitrate resulting from encoding
according to the scenario B � S�
The optimization technique that has been used re�

lies on a fundamental theorem of Lagrange multipliers
developed in the framework of optimal resources allo�
cation theory ���� The technique consists in converting
the constrained minimization of �� into an equivalent
unconstrained problem by merging rate and distortion
through the Lagrangian multiplier �� The unconstra�
ined problem comes down to selecting the coding stra�
tegy which gives the minimum of the Lagrangian cost
function expressed as �

J��� � D�B� � �R�B�� ���

For a given multiplier �� the minimization of the
cost function J��� results in a solution B����� an as�
sociated rate R���� and a distortion D����� It has
been demonstrated ��� �� that� as we sweep � over po�
sitive values� the pairs �R�����D����� trace out the op�
timal rate�distortion curve� In particular� if for a given
� � �c� R

���� happens to coincide with the targeted
rate Rbudget� then B���� is the solution of the constra�
ined problem ��� Readers further interested in this the�
orem and its implications are referred to ��� ���

The optimization problem is solved by iterative mi�
nimization of J��� for � values converging to the ap�
propriate �c� The convergence towards the appropriate
�c is guaranteed thanks to the monotonic nature of op�
timal solution rate R�B�� versus �� Indeed� the Lagran�
gian multiplier � plays the role of a quality factor that
acts as a trade�o� distortion for rate� The appropriate
� leading to R�B�� � Rbudget can therefore be retrieved
by intelligently searching over � values by fast convex
search such as the bisection technique�

The above�mentioned search for the appropriate � re�
quires the minimization of J��� for arbitrary arguments
�� It can be shown that� given a complete image par�
tition� fPi� � � i � Ng� the minimization of the cost
function J��� over the entire frame can be performed
independently over each segment Pi� The coding stra�
tegy minimizing J��� is identi�ed by pruning the spine
of the set of solutions along a bottom�up path� At each
node� the option� yielding the minimumof J��� over the
associated block� is selected� The operation stops when
the root of the tree is reached� At this point� the parti�
tion� together with its associated coding models which
minimize J���� are identi�ed for a given quality factor ��
Readers interested in further details are referred to �	��

Although in the previous example the distortion is
minimized given a maximum rate budget� the algorithm
is able to �nd out the strategy that gives the minimum
rate for a desired quality� We simply swap the rate and
distortion functions in Eq� ��� and the dual Lagran�
gian cost function becomes �J��� � R� �D� Since �J���
possesses the same properties as J���� the optimization
procedure can be conducted without any modi�cation
by simply inverting the rate and distortion functions�
The system is therefore capable of switching from a rate
control to a distortion control mode�

� MULTI�CRITERIA SEGMENTATION

The determination of the optimal admissible strategy
corresponds to a joint optimization of the frame segmen�
tation together with the representation model associated
with each segment� Therefore� the optimization pro�
cedure results in a multi�criteria picture segmentation
which di�erentiates from classical object�based compres�
sion approaches by the adaptive de�nition of the notion
of object� Indeed� in classical approaches the de�nition
of object is speci�ed a priori and its de�nition condi�



tions the entire compression procedure� As an example�
second�generation coding algorithms de�ne an object to
be any set of adjacent pixels having similar grey�level
intensities �
�� After the data segmentation� objects are
described by polynomial approximation or some other
technique appropriate for describing nearly uniform re�
gions� As opposed to classical techniques� the proposed
algorithm de�nes the criterion by which the objects are
created from a library of criteria put in competition�
Since the de�nition of object is adaptive� the resulting

regions created by this approach may not correspond
to actual objects in the scene� from a semantic point
of view� However� if object interactivity features are
desired� it is possible to bring them into this scheme by
special masking operations as demonstrated in ����

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments have been carried out on two color video
sequences� Hall Monitor and News� The input format is
QCIF �		����� 	����� at �� Hz� Input sequences have
been temporally down�sampled at 
 Hz� Simulations
were performed on � seconds of the video signals�
The system have been con�gured so as to lead to a

constant quality in the decoded sequences� In other
words� for each frame the rate is minimized subject to
a given constant distortion� However� for each test se�
quence� the distortion values have been chosen in order
to reach a speci�c overall bitrate� These distortion va�
lues leading to a speci�c bitrate have been determined
experimentally� Bitrates of � and 	� kbit�sec� were
targeted for the Hall Monitor scene whereas rates of �	
and 	� kbit�sec� were aimed at for the News sequence�
Experimental results are reported in Fig� � and 	�

These plots describe the distribution of the bitstream
around frames together with the peak signal�to�noise ra�
tio �PSNR� of the luminance �Y component� � As expe�
cted� there are signi�cant variations in the bitrate accor�
ding to the local temporal and spatial scene complexity�
Since experiments are performed at constant distortion�
the PSNR behavior remains �at�
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Figure �� Rate distribution and distortion behavior for
Hall monitor� �Left� Rate distribution at � and 	�
kbit�sec� �Right� Distortion behavior at � and 	�
kbit�sec�

The most noticeable degradation� in reconstructed
images� is the loss of details in intricate regions such as

Figure 	� Rate distribution and distortion behavior for
News� �Left� Rate distribution at �	 and 	� kbit�sec�
�Right� Distortion behavior at �	 and 	� kbit�sec�

on face areas� However� edges remain sharp and motion
rendition is natural� As at high compression� blocking
artifacts may become visible� and a post�processing al�
gorithm in charge of reducing this type of degradation
has been applied ����

� CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a novel approach� named dy�
namic coding� to the problem of visual data compaction
in the context of multimedia� As illustrative example of
the approach� a video compression system based on the
principles of dynamic coding has also been presented�
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